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Surveillance

Systems

Video Systems that
W k!

Thinking About Video Surveillance ?
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Protecting Your Property
Quality Control
Improving Customer Service
Increasing Productivity
Limiting Your Liability
Employee and Customer Security
Upgrade your Existing System

. . . WE HAVE A QUALITY VIDEO
SURVEILLANCE SOLUTION

Think GuardDog
We help … Save You Money





Reduces theft loss and shrinkage
Ensures employee honesty
Encourages employee productivity
Reduces tardiness and early
departures

“In our business we evaluate productivity on a monthly basis. The first quarter after we
installed the GuardDog Surveillance System we saw improvements of 18%, 22% and 27%
respectfully.”

Quality systems provide security that protects
your physical property, your customers, your
employees and your years of hard work and
investment.

“As money becomes tighter, we are
seeing far more thefts than ever before.
GuardDog’s Surveillance Systems have been a
huge help in quickly resolving these issues so
we can move on to more productive
b siness ”
Midnight robbery foiled by GSS Video
Criminals now safely behind bars

Quality systems actually make you money by increasing employee productivity,
identifying inefficiencies, maximizing repeating customer business.
We help … Make You Money






Improves employee diligence
Encourages high customer service
Helps identify inefficiencies
Maximizes repeat customer business
Provides a tool for positive

“In resolving these four (4) issues so
quickly, our GuardDog Surveillance Systems
investment - within the first five months of
operation - has completely paid for themselves.”
“The installed economics were comparable to the Nationally Approved Vendor quotes but since
the equipment and installations were designed for the particular needs of each individual restaurant, as
opposed to the ‘approved supplier’s package quotes’ we got over the phone, we received far better
value from GuardDog Surveillance Systems.”

Think GuardDog
We help … Protect Your Investment





Reduces liability and ensures safety
Eliminates phony workman’s comp.
claims
Limits drug use and distribution
Protects valuable assets

Quality systems limit your exposure to spurious lawsuits by providing an accurate and
permanent digital record of the event(s) in question.

Photo series detail how the young lady fell after turning an ankle. Her lawyer claimed she tripped over an out of place

“When I sat down with GuardDog I told them that anyone can sell a system, but
I needed someone to be there when I needed help with the system. I was
assured they would be there and they have never let me down.”

Video Surveillance Systems ARE NOT Created Equal…
We Provide Video Systems That Work…





…You Can Bank On It

Engineering Expertise and Experience
Quality Tested Components
Professional Installation
After Sales Support

Complex technology can be difficult to
understand and keep current with. Camera
types, selection, placement and setup are
critical to system performance and once a
system is installed quality and timely service is
an important aspect of your investment.
GuardDog Surveillance Systems prides itself on
exceeding customer expectation in all these
“When the unfortunate happened and we
needed extra help providing video copy for law
enforcement GuardDog Surveillance Systems was
there for us.”

Quality
systems
provide
complete
coverage, systematic and reliable means
of recording activity and a simple process
of reviewing and/or transferring recorded
imagery.
“GuardDog Surveillance Systems did not sell
me a system, they provided me piece of mind.”

GuardDog Surveillance Systems
WHAT YOU SHOULD EXPECT (from a Quality System Provider)
Personal Site Visit Quality system design requires input from you – the customer – after all, who
knows your interests and key aspects of your business better than you? GuardDog will conduct a
thorough site survey, make a careful layout sketch of your facility and ask many questions to
make certain we fully understand your interests and requirements.
Detailed Proposal There is no more effective way to

communicate quality system design than with a
well written proposal. The proposal should
include complete system components listing, a
detailed camera layout (to scale with fields of
view clearly identified), detailed specifications
for each component, system pricing, any
appropriate terms and conditions and, if desired
by the customer, a lease option to straight cash

Professional Installation System performance is assured today – and well

into the future - when the job’s done right. We use only the industry’s top-shelf
materials, our video ends are terminated with crimp-on connectors (none of the
screw-in type that are prone to problems) and we never let our wire drape across
the unseen side of your drop ceiling. The GuardDog philosophy: “If it’s worth

doing, it’s worth doing right!”

After the Sale Service Quality system providers stand behind

their product and their workmanship. At no additional cost
to you GuardDog Surveillance Systems returns to optimize
your system 30-days after initial installation and again
90-days later. Why do we make this commitment?
Because we want you to understand that selecting
GuardDog is the right buying decision. Our guarantee is
the “peace of mind” that comes from you knowing that
as time passes, we’ll be there as your partner, assuring
that you’re completely satisfied with all operational
aspects of your new equipment and that our system
continues to protect your investment over time.
Call us if you need service on your existing system.

Thinking about video surveillance…
Or simply an up-grade for your existing installation

GuardDog Surveillance Systems
www.guarddogsurveillance.com

(920) 342-0703

…Why not call GuardDog today?

